Cardiff is a bustling capital city in the south of Wales that caters to everyone! Although the city is small, it is rich in culture, diversity and activities to do as well as being a relatively inexpensive living destination. For students studying abroad, Cardiff offers a well-balanced quality of living, making your time at university all the better!
Why Study at:

WINNER OF 7 Queens Anniversary Prizes

RANKED 26th IN THE UK (The Complete University Guide 2020)

95.7%

RANKED 154th IN THE WORLD (QS World University Rankings)

84%
of students were satisfied with their overall experience (National Student Survey 2019)

IN THE UK RANKED 26th (The Complete University Guide 2020)

84% of graduates enter employment, further study or both soon after graduation*

Queens Anniversary Prizes

Find Your Course

Biological Sciences
Politics
Geology
Music
Computer Science
Mathematics
Architectural Engineering
History
Physics

Plus many more courses available...

Ranked 5th in the UK in the Research Excellence Framework (REF 2014)
The university has invested £300m in student facing facilities to ensure that they get the best experience possible.

Cardiff University is ranked 32nd in the UK (The Times & The Sunday Times Good University Guide 2019)